
“Schools can, if designed and built consciously, be beautiful spaces for children and 
teachers to explore, express, expand and enjoy their full potential”                             
                                                               ZeMArC
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All beings come into this life knowing how to naturally move towards this state, and it is our passion 
to support them in the buildings where this is most achievable.   

There are many factors that need to come together harmonically in order to achieve this; from 
functionality and affordability to maintenance and flexibility of end use.   However,  we believe that 
Beauty is the most important element to be naturally integrated into any design and build process.   

Beauty, and our innate desire to sense and create it, is both a visual vehicle and fractal pathway to 
designing and manifesting the perfect environments for remembering, learning and emerging into 
                                                                  OUR TRUE SELVES 
 

School of Life
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BioArchitecture is the art and science of creating and constructing 
spaces and places which embody and ensoul the essence and 
expression of beauty.  Through the conscious utilisation and integration 
of Natures patterns, proportions and protocols, BioArchitecture bridges 
sacred intent with practical formation - and offers a pathway to magical 
                                          MANIFESTATION 

BioArchitecture
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The movements of shape, light, colour, texture, material and other environmental elements 
and finishes all come together in a sensory synthesis which supports Life to express its full  
                                                                POTENTIAL

Inner Space
As with all living and thriving organisms, the holistic health of its system is the result of the 
harmonic integration between the inner and outer states.  BioArchitecture provides the 
fractal form and sacred structure within which beauty can sing and dance.
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Sacred Geometry is the Blueprint of Creation, which maps and moves 
information and energy across dimensions, and through all of space 
and time.  It provides portals of possibility that anchors the primal 
desire of all Life; to explore and express potential, truth, beauty and 
                                                 LOVE

Sacred Geometry
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ZeMArC - zemarc@zem.design 

Zana Zu is an Interior Designer who 
feels the truth of space and the people 
who inhabit i t , and invites the 
maximum potential and beauty of both 

Michael is a BioArchitect who 
receives the truth and offers the 
impulse to utilise the beauty of 
creation in the expression of form 
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